ALLIED EXTRA COVERAGE

When you have in effect a Homeowners Insurance Policy or Farm Property Coverage Form issued by an affiliated company of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company (Nationwide) or an affiliated company of Allied Property and Casualty Insurance Company (Allied) that covers your "residence premises" or "dwelling", as defined in the Nationwide or Allied policy, Allied Extra Coverages will apply in accordance with the following provisions:

Emergency Lockout Coverage

We will reimburse you up to $150 for reasonable expense incurred for the services needed to gain entry into "your covered auto" or your "residence premises" or your "dwelling" subject to these conditions:

1. Your key (including electronic entry device) has been lost, stolen, disabled, or locked in "your covered auto" or "residence premises" or "dwelling" and you are unable to enter such auto, residence premises or dwelling; or

2. Your key (including electronic entry device) has been lost or stolen and you have changed the locks to prevent an unauthorized entry.

Original copies of receipts for services must be provided before reimbursement is payable.

For the purposes of this coverage:

"Your covered auto" shall mean any auto described in the Declarations for which a premium charge indicates either Part A – LIABILITY COVERAGE or Part D – COVERAGE FOR DAMAGE TO YOUR COVERED AUTO applies.

"Residence Premises" and "Dwelling" shall mean the dwelling insured under your Homeowners Insurance Policy or Farm Property Coverage Form.

Special Deductible Provision

In the event of a covered loss, the following Special Deductible Provisions will apply:

1. When the "residence premises" or "dwelling", as defined in your Homeowners Insurance Policy or your Farm Property Coverage Form, is a total fire loss, as determined by us, the "residence premises" or "dwelling" deductible will be waived, up to $5000; or

2. If the same event results in a covered loss to two or more Allied or Nationwide policies insuring:
   a. "your covered auto" under your Personal Auto Policy;
   b. property covered under your Homeowners Insurance Policy;
   c. a recreational vehicle covered under your Recreational Vehicle Policy;
   d. a watercraft covered under your Pleasure Boatowners Insurance Policy; or
   e. Farm policy covering the "dwelling", as defined in your Farm Property Coverage Form;

the largest deductible applicable shall apply once to all covered losses. (subject to the assessment and reimbursement of lower deductibles).

This provision applies only if the combined loss or damage exceeds the higher of the applicable deductibles.

The application of this provision shall not serve to reduce your recovery to less than the amount you would have received under individual policies.

For the purpose of this coverage "your covered auto" shall mean any auto described in the Declarations for which a premium charge indicates Part D – COVERAGE FOR DAMAGE TO YOUR COVERED AUTO applies.
Air Bag Replacement Coverage

We will pay for reasonable expenses incurred in replacing an air bag in “your covered auto” that deploys without the auto being involved in a loss.

For the purpose of this coverage “your covered auto” shall mean any auto described in the Declarations for which a premium charge indicates Part D – COVERAGE FOR DAMAGE TO YOUR COVERED AUTO applies.

This coverage applies only if you submit proper receipts for expenses claimed under this coverage.

Unless otherwise stated above, all provisions of the policies apply.